VOGUE LINER ORDER FORM
Currently pools sold are at the 1.32m or 52 inch depth (measurement of the pool wall top to
bottom) whereas previous models were at 1.2m or 48 inch depth, this difference in size is small but
crucial, measure the height of the steel wall itself from bottom to top edge to confirm which one you
need (not the depth inside the pool as this is affected by the sand fill underneath the liner, and do
not include the top rail in your measurement).
For round pools the distance across the pool from wall to wall is the size, for oval pools measure the
length end to end, and the width across in the middle.

Depth of Liner required (48 or 52inch, or in metric 1.2 or 1.32m):_______________________
Liner Dimensions either: Round Pool - Diameter:_____________________________________
Or: Oval Pool - Length

:_____________ x Width__________________

Liner colour: In the past a range of patterns were held in stock, now only plain blue liners will be
stocked.
Liner Price: $______________(including GST) Quantity Required:____________
Freight Charges: Sometimes we need to import a liner specifically for a customer which can take
some time to arrive, and international freight can be expensive. Please approve one of the following:
Local freight charges only as available ex stock Auckland
Accept: Yes/No_____
International freight with charges estimated at $__________
Accept: Yes/No_____
Disclaimer: If an attempt is made to install the wrong size liner into a pool it is very difficult to then
sell this liner to another customer as a new item. For this reason the responsibility must lie with the
purchaser to order the correct liner for their pool and a refund on an incorrect size is not possible.
Space Industries Ltd can assist in the process of size identification, but as they are not the ones
holding the tape measure they cannot take responsibility for incorrectly ordered sizes.
I accept the disclaimer as above and confirm the order:
Purchaser Details : Company/Individual____________________________________________
Signature:____________________________________ Date:__________________________

